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Bootyful (2013)
The female derriere has been an object of adoration, frustration and exploitation. In the
end we have to just celebrate that we as women are “bootyful”.
-8-10 dancers, Time: 11:37min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/159209779
Call (2013)
Based on the African American tradition of Call & Response. Call tells the story of a
dancer’s love/hate relationship with their craft and their struggle with the call to dance.
-8 dancers, Time: 15:00min
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/120994575
Childless Mother (2010-11)
A multi-part dance depicting a mother’s struggle when she loses a child, following her
through mourning, fighting, and finally moving forward. A beautiful and heart-wrenching
examination of societal violence and untimely death.
-4 dancers, Time: 12:00min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/160936418
Culpa Linea (2015)
An exploration into the cracks and fissures—the breaking point—within oneself.
Choreography by Julie Marie Muskat, a Tapestries 1.0 choreographer.
-Full company, Time: 15:00min
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/145523008
Dust to Dust (2011-16)
A full company work that depicts valuing every moment, both good and bad, and living
with the knowledge that no day is promised, no day is guaranteed…
-13 dancers, Time: 11:00min
-Video: *we’ll get new video for this without Sweet Honey this year**
*Note: This video shows four of six sections (currently being expanded). This piece was
premiered with live performance by Sweet Honey in the Rock, but will not be performed live with
them for this 2016 concert.
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An emotional expression of trying to control our pain, grief, and distress, explored through
the eyes of three women. Choreography by Rae Charles, guest choreographer and
Tapestries 1.0 choreographer.
-3 dancers, Time: 6:28min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/158927838
Humanity & Elysian Fields Ave (2012)
A haunting depiction of the destructive force of Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath.
-11 dancers, Time: 23:23min
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/69914966
Limitless (2013)
There are no limits to what we can do if we give ourselves permission to fly. Music by
Olafur Arnalds.
-3 dancers, Time: 6:39min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/159208135
Malignant (2013)
A 4-part work drawn from the stories of real people who experienced cancer in their lives,
set to a compelling musical score created by a commissioned New York composer, Nioka
Workman.
-13 dancers, Time: 33:00min
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/120988594
Memories (2008)
A whimsical, colorful dance celebrating our ancestors and what they have taught us through
passed down traditions, oral histories, and shared pain and love.
-4 dancers, Time: 4:58min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/159950818
New Day (2011)
An energetic, fast-paced celebration of movement and life.
-8-12 dancers, Time: 3:34min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/159206769
Sacred Feminine (2013)
A sociopolitical exploration of the value of the feminine in a patriarchal world; this dance
reminds us of the sacred position of the female in the universe (as historically held by many
cultures) and questions why and how that value is diminished.
-4 dancers, Time: 12:00min
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/120994574
The Secrets of Slave Songs (2014)
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The Secrets of Slave Songs examines slavery’s abolition and its consequences in the United
States. Expressive choreography, combined with moving renditions of Negro Spirituals
composed by William Banfield and others, illuminate the complicated period in our
nation’s history. This evening-length work explores the difficult, intertwined relationships
between white Americans and African slaves as the origin of continued complex
relationships between white and black Americans.
-10-13 dancers, Time: 75:00 with intermission
-Video (excerpts): https://vimeo.com/122159166
Uncertain Reality (2017)
The dance explores the concept of Chaos Theory as it relates to the world we live
in. Complexity and beauty of chaos through movement and interactive technological
imagery, in collaboration with projection artist Miko Simmons.
8-12 dancers | 57 minutes
https://vimeo.com/262141957
Vestiges I (2011)
An unsettling look at one of the vestiges of slavery: lynching through the eyes of the victim.
-1 dancer, Time: 3:28min
Video: https://vimeo.com/117983990	
  
*Note: Vestiges I ends at 3:23	
  
Warriors of Light (2015)
A evening-length work inspired by a Paulo Coehlo book, Warriors uses original music and
dance to take the audience on a journey to illuminate their inner Warrior—a leader for
positive change in the world.
-10-13 dancers, Time: 53:05min
-Video: https://vimeo.com/148320498
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